CIAM F5 Electric Subcommittee

The highlight of 2019 in the F5 electric flight was without doubt the F5J world championships in TRNAVA - SLOVAKIA. With 28 juniors from 16 countries and 109 seniors from 39 countries, the F5J Electric Flight has become a very popular and attractive competition class. For a few weak points good solutions could be found in the context of a public discussion.

In F5B Multitask Gliders a few well-attended FAI World Cup competitions took place. For other organizers the number of participants was unsatisfactory. Some of them decided to suspend F5B competitions next year.

In this class the correspondence of the F5 Subcommittee consisted in particular of the limitation of the amount of energy and other very interesting suggestions for changes.

Finally, I would like to thank the members of the F5 subcommittee for their cooperation.
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